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“a permanent collection designed 
to meet fully the requirements for     
modern living.” 

George Nelson, !"#$



!Introduction

The Herman Miller Collection 

At Herman Miller, we believe what we make is important. This 
truism, along with many others—that products must be honest 
and that there is a market for good design—were "rst articulated 
in George Nelson’s introduction to the #$%& Herman Miller 
Collection catalog, and they continue to inform our agenda today. 
Whether it’s in the home or the o'ce or anyplace in between, 
we believe that a well-considered environment helps de"ne and 
add value to your life and your work. 

Founded on the principles of an architectural program, each 
piece in the Herman Miller Collection is considered in relation 
to the whole and combines beautifully to suit its context. 
We see the world as a set of continually evolving problems that 
require dynamic solutions, and the program must always address 
those needs. As technology becomes increasingly powerful, 
ever-changing, and nimble, our basic need for adaptable and 
timeless seating and surface options becomes ever more relevant. 
Assembling a group of furniture to suit these rapidly changing 
realities requires, as Nelson described it, “the continuing creation 
of a permanent collection designed to meet fully the requirements 
for modern living.”

To assemble the Collection, we "rst began with classic pieces
from Herman Miller’s archives, all of which were designed 
to be highly adaptive and versatile in their own right. We’ve not 
only restored these pieces to meet the designers’ original intent, 
but also updated them to meet contemporary standards of 
sustainability and durability. 

Additionally, we’ve broadened the Collection to include a 
diverse roster of designers—including those from our partners
at Geiger, Magis, and Mattiazzi—rea'rming Nelson’s belief 
that the “program is strengthened by the participation of  
a group of designers who share Herman Miller’s particular 
attitudes.” Perhaps most important, though, is our commitment 
to developing new furniture and accessories with today’s most 
talented designers who will provide a bridge between Herman 
Miller’s past and future.

At Herman Miller, we believe there is a market for good design. 
It is what has compelled us to create inventive, design-driven 
solutions to life’s everyday problems for over a century, and it  
continues to drive us in creating products that are as purposeful 
as they are beautiful.



Living and Lounge
A comfortable, communal space where you can work, converse,  
or recharge is not only essential in the home, it’s also critical to any 
workspace. This year, we’ve added a number of new pieces to  
the Collection that meet this demand. Sam Hecht and Kim Colin’s 
lightweight and versatile Wireframe Sofa Group, for example,  
is elegant yet casual, expertly engineered but simply conceived  
to adapt easily to any space. It also pairs beautifully with many  
archival pieces in the Collection, including our new reissue of  
Isamu Noguchi’s Rudder Table. Similarly, our partners at Geiger  
have recently brought back a number of minimal masterpieces by 
Ward Bennett, including the elegant Rolled Arm Sofa and classic  
Bumper Chair. Bennett’s brand of warm minimalism !nds a  
contemporary voice in Belgian architect Vincent Van Duysen’s new 
collection of seating and tables for Geiger, called Brabo, which  
marries !ne upholstery and woodworking with luxe metal detailing. 
These additions to the Collection, as well as the numerous new  
options for our preexisting o"erings, create a robust portfolio of  
products perfect for any lounge or living space.



!Wireframe Sofa Group, pg "; Eames Molded Plywood Co#ee Tables, pg $% Living and Lounge



!Living and Lounge

Wireframe™ Sofa Group
Designed by Sam Hecht and Kim Colin, !"#!

Taking steel wire, a material long revered in the Herman Miller  
Collection for its strength and utility, Sam Hecht and Kim Colin 
have created a versatile seating group that answers today’s 
need for comfort, durability, and mobility. The designers chose 
to work with wire because, explains Hecht, “With an economy
of material, a wire frame acts as a strong and graceful ‘container’ 
for the human body.”

The sofa’s multilayered, upholstered foam cushions provide 
a strong visual counterpart to the steel frame and render it 
about half the weight of conventional sofas, making cleaning 
and moving the furniture around in tight quarters signi"cantly 
easier. Further, the sofa’s sophisticated suspension technology 
is installed in the base of the frame, adding extra durability 
and comfort. Available in a white or black frame, the two- or 
three-seat sofa and club chair and ottoman options adapt easily 
to meet the evolving needs of a casual yet sophisticated space. 
The Wireframe Sofa Group is a thoughtful solution for the way 
we live today.  



Wire Frame
Arts Club

!!Living and LoungeNoguchi Rudder Table; Wireframe Sofa Group, pg "

Noguchi® Rudder Table
Designed by Isamu Noguchi, !"#"

“Any material, any idea without hindrance born into space, 
I consider sculpture,” said Japanese-American sculptor Isamu  
Noguchi. Noguchi believed his task as an artist was to shape  
space, to give it order and meaning. His extraordinary range  
of projects included playgrounds and plazas, stage sets,  
gardens, stone-carved busts, and Akari paper lights, as well  
as furniture for Herman Miller.

Two years a#er the introduction of his glass-topped table,  
Noguchi created a second piece for Herman Miller: the Rudder 
Table. Taking its name from the shape of its single wood 
support, the table’s base is rounded out by two simple metal 
hairpin legs. With a biomorphic shape similar to that of the 
glass-topped table, the Rudder Table enjoys a visual lightness 
and a material a$nity with other pieces in the Herman Miller
Collection—particularly the Eames Molded Wood chairs and  
tables. This updated archival design was adapted in collaboration  
with the Noguchi Foundation and is available in walnut, ebony, 
or white ash.



!"Living and Lounge

Eames® Sofa Compact
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

With its slender pro#le, the Eames Sofa Compact provides the  
perfect seating solution for small spaces and, when grouped,  
works equally well in large ones. In production for over #ve  
decades, the sofa has concealed, reinforced webbing for added 
comfort, an enamel steel frame, and tubular steel legs. Its clean 
lines harmonize with any interior, thanks also to a wide selection  
of fabrics—including our newly introduced Pressed Plaid wool. 

Eames Sofa Compact; Noguchi Rudder Table, pg !!; Nelson Pedestal Tables, pg "$;

Eames Upholstered Molded Fiberglass Armchair, pg %$



!"Living and Lounge

Eames Molded Plywood Family
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Charles and Ray Eames’ technique for molding sheets of  
lightweight plywood veneer into gently curved shapes helped  
revolutionize modern furniture. Their Molded Plywood Lounge 
Chair—available with a wood or metal base—imparted a so#  
appearance to a hard material, resulting in an inviting seat  
with unexpected comfort. The numerous $nish options, as well  
as the option for upholstery, which was reintroduced two years  
ago, continue to re$ne the line in accordance with the Eameses’  
desire to push and evolve their molded plywood designs— 
as they did with their co%ee tables, dining chairs, and folding  
screen. As always, every piece in the Molded Plywood Family  
is suitable for both residential and workspace applications that  
call for re$ned yet adaptive seating. 

Opposite: Eames Upholstered Molded Plywood Lounge Chair;

Eames Molded Plywood Co%ee Table; Nelson Basic Cabinet Series, pg &';

Nelson Platform Bench, pg &'



!"Living and Lounge

Eames Aluminum Group and Eames So! Pad Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$, !"%"

Lounge Chairs
Since their inception, in !#$%, as outdoor seating for industrialist 
J. Irwin Miller’s Columbus, Indiana, home, Eames Aluminum Group 
chairs—and their later incarnation, the plush, cushioned Eames 
So& Pad line—are welcome anywhere that comfort and style are 
required, be it a conference room, executive suite, hotel or building 
lobby, or living room or den.  

Both the Aluminum Group and the So& Pad Group include  
adjustable management chairs, executive chairs with extended 
backs, and side chairs with or without arms—most with an optional 
tilt swivel, a relaxing plus. The lounge chairs, out'tted with a (-star 
base, are especially suited for living rooms and lobbies. A variety
of textile and leather upholstery options, as well as powder-coated 
frame 'nishes, make the collection endlessly versatile.  
  

Opposite: Eames Aluminum Group Lounge Chair; 

Eames Walnut Stool, pg )*; Eames Table with Contract Base, pg +!



!"Living and LoungeNoguchi Rudder Table, pg !!; Tuxedo Component Lounge, pg #$; Nelson Pedestal Table, pg %&
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Tuxedo Component Lounge™ 
Designed by BassamFellows for Geiger, !"##

Marrying the flexibility and functionality of sectional seating  
with the elegance of a highly tailored sofa, BassamFellows’  
Tuxedo Component Lounge is built on a series of simple base 
elements from which a full array of con#gurations is possible. 
Its modular grid allows for endless variation: seat, back, 
corner, and arm units can be coupled with single-, double-, 
or triple-base platforms. 

Supported on elegant, slim steel legs, Tuxedo’s underpinnings  
are nearly invisible. Crisply tailored upholstery covers the  
dual-density foam cushions, adding support and lightness.  
Arm panels are gently rounded and topstitched. The seat and  
back cushions are quilted, providing handcra$ed detail  
and a so$ly textured surface. A non-quilted version is available  
for those who prefer an uninterrupted seat and back. Each option  
o%ers an elegant and inviting seating option suitable for the  
dynamic heart of any environment—be it a private living room  
or public lounge—where people can mix and mingle freely and 
engage in a variety of activities comfortably.  

Living and Lounge
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Scissor Chair; Noguchi Table; Tuxedo Component Lounge, pg !#; 

Eames Walnut Stool, pg "#; Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman, pg "$ Living and Lounge

Scissor™ Chair 
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"#$

Ward Bennett excelled at paring down designs to their essence 
while adding universal ease to every piece he created. The Scissor 
Chair, which he described as his most comfortable design ever, 
is evidence of how he achieved that balance. Inspired by chaises 
transatlantiques—the hammock-style deck chair popular on the 
great ocean liners of the past—the chair blends minimalist looks 
with elegant materials and %ne %nishes, making it an inspired  
choice for private and public spaces. Scissor Chair is available with  
a metal or wood frame, in a range of upholstery options. 

Noguchi® Table
Designed by Isamu Noguchi, !"%&

Arguably sculptor Isamu Noguchi’s most recognized commercial 
work, this visionary table fuses art and the everyday within its  
graceful silhouette. Noguchi created the piece by balancing  
a free-form glass top on two solid wood legs that interlock to  
form a self-stabilizing tripod. The artful result in no way diminishes  
the table’s practical design. Base %nishes are available in white  
ash, Noguchi black, walnut, and natural cherry.



!"

I Beam™ Table
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"##

Ward Bennett’s love of materials both luxurious and industrial  
o#en yielded new and unexpected interpretations. This a$nity  
is everywhere apparent in his versatile I Beam Table. Based  
on a section of the structurally supportive I beam, the table co-opts  
the form, texture, and tone of one of !%th century architecture’s 
most common industrial framing components. Alone, I Beam’s 
powder-coated cast aluminum base acts as a clean, durable 
pedestal or side table. Topped with glass or stone, it functions  
as a quietly re&ned co'ee or side table, around which a range of  
seating may be elegantly arranged.

Sled™ Chair
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"##

This enduring design by Ward Bennett draws the eye downward  
to its distinctive base: a straightforward X shape, welded from  
tubular steel and mounted on parallel rails. Its comfortable seat  
and back handily support the sitter. Elegant yet understated,  
the chair can be upholstered in most textile or leather options. 

Living and LoungeSled Chair; I Beam Co'ee Table; Tuxedo Museum Bench, pg !%; Nelson Miniature Chest, pg ((



!"Living and Lounge

Rolled Arm™ Sofa Group
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"#$

Ward Bennett’s work has had a lasting impact on designers  
interested in achieving contemporary, understated luxury.  
His sensuous yet minimal Rolled Arm Sofa has universal appeal  
and can move from residential to commercial spaces with ease.  
Its generous, low-slung, architecturally scaled volumes and  
crisply mitered upholstery provide a graceful silhouette. 
Perched on recessed solid wood legs and produced in walnut 
or ash, Rolled Arm is available in three sofa sizes or as a 
club chair. 

H Frame™ Family
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"%&

Ward Bennett once said, “I am interested in the essence, 
the bones, in contrast to surface ornament. In any product,  
I ask myself: Does it work? Will it last?” His H Frame Family,  
with its sophisticated detailing and precise proportions, more  
than meets these goals with various combinations of open  
shelves, #le drawers, and enclosed storage. The re#ned, 
minimal forms let the natural materials come to the fore—
and the con#gurations are numerous: tops may be selected 
from a wide range of stone, wood, and glass, and the steel 
frame comes in three di$erent #nishes. Thanks to their re#ned 
simplicity, the tables are as welcome in an executive o%ce as 
they are in a living room. 

Rolled Arm Sofa Group; H Frame Co$ee Table;

I Beam Co$ee Table, pg !&; Eames Walnut Stool, pg '(



!"Living and Lounge

Bumper™ Chair Group
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"##

Lounge Chair
Based on George Washington’s #$th century swivel chair,  
with its short seat and notable lumbar support, the Bumper  
Lounge Chair is a bucket seat in the most classic sense.  
Comfort is achieved in a deceptively simple, nearly seamless  
form. The arm cap is shaped from one continuous piece of 
fabric or leather, as are the inner and outer shells. Available 
with a %-star swivel base, the Bumper Lounge Chair makes 
a graceful addition to any setting, commercial or residential, 
that requires a relaxed and supportive spot to work, meet, 
or decompress. Bumper is also available as a side chair 
with a %-leg base, as well as a conference chair with a &-star 
caster base.

Bumper Lounge Chair; Eames Table with Contract Base, pg '#;

Venice Chair, pg #(); Striped Tavolo, pg #()



!"Living and Lounge

Brabo™ Lounge Family
Designed by Vincent Van Duysen for Geiger, !"#$

For his #rst design commission for an American company, 
Belgian architect Vincent Van Duysen has created a sophisticated 
line of modern classics. Named a$er a Dutch folk hero celebrated  
in Van Duysen’s hometown of Antwerp, the Brabo Lounge Family 
de$ly blends #ne materials including wood, metal, and leather 
and fabric upholstery to form a timeless collection of seating and 
table o%erings.

“There was a lot of #ne-tuning to arrive at just the right balance,”  
explains Van Duysen. “Because the structure is exposed, 
the subtlety of the transitions was essential. It had to be beautiful  
from every angle.” Available in a settee, a three-seat sofa, and 
a club chair—all of which can be upholstered in fabric or leather—
and a selection of tables, the Brabo Lounge Family comes in solid 
ash or solid walnut, in a wide range of #nishes, with an option 
for chrome, satin chrome, or brass detailing.   

Eames Walnut Stool 
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, #%&"

Originally created to accompany the executive chairs they 
designed for the Time & Life Building lobby, these artful objects 
stand easily on their own, functioning as stools, side tables, 
or something in between. Finely cra$ed from solid walnut, 
with concave tops and bottoms, the stools o%er any space—
traditional or modern—an inventive selection of seating and 
surface options.

Brabo Lounge Family; Eames Walnut Stools



!!Living and LoungeEames Walnut Stools, pg !"; Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman, pg !#; Eames Sofa, pg !#
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Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$
 
Charles and Ray Eames created the lounge chair and ottoman 
as a gi# for $lm director Billy Wilder, with the goal of creating 
“the warm, receptive look of a well-used $rst-baseman’s mitt.” 
The resulting design entered design history books almost 
immediately. Still produced using the same combination of 
handcra#smanship and manufacturing technology employed 
when Herman Miller $rst began making the set, in %&"',
the Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman are now available in 
an all-black version, with ebony veneer and black MCL Leather, 
and in a variety of other material options to suit any interior 
and every taste. 

Eames Sofa
Designed by Ray and Charles Eames, !"$%
First produced in !"&'

The $nal piece of furniture completed by the Eames O(ce—
produced posthumously a#er Charles’ death, in %&)*—the Eames 
Sofa $ttingly places emphasis on beautiful materials and 
simpli$ed forms. Originally designed to complement the Eames 
So# Pad Group, the sofa’s angled pro$le and clean lines showcase 
its harmonious combination of rich walnut or teak, polished 
aluminum, and a variety of upholstery and leather options. Both 
the two- and three-seat sofas complement a number of other 
pieces in the collection and exemplify the best in furniture design 
for home or o(ce—especially for collaborative workspaces in 
which people need to engage in multiple tasks simultaneously. 

Living and LoungeEames Lounge Chair and Ottoman



!"

Nelson™ Coconut Lounge Chair
Designed by George Nelson, !"## 

As did its designer, the Coconut Lounge Chair manages to surprise 
and delight. It merges seat, back, and arms into a single form—
a synthesis of art and engineering that rede#nes the interplay of 
beauty and comfort.

Inspiration for the chair came from a slice of coconut—revealing 
the truth behind George Nelson’s mantra: “Total design is nothing 
more or less than a process of relating everything to everything.”
Nelson developed his chair to bring comfort and freedom of 
movement to lounge seating. With the chair’s shallow sides, 
leather-upholstered curves, and generous one-piece foam-rubber 
padding, he achieves his goal; the chair invites you to sit in any 
position, shi$ at will, and work or relax with pleasurable ease. 

Nelson Pedestal Family
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

Elegant, useful, and unapologetically playful, George Nelson’s 
vibrant Pedestal Stool is a welcome reissue of his original %&'( 
design. It can move e)ortlessly from casual spaces to formal 
settings. Its compact size allows it to #t into tight spaces—a foyer 
or walk-in closet—or to be grouped in a larger environment—
a lobby lounge or a living room—to add color and interest as well 
as utility. Nelson incorporated the slim, sculptural base of the 
stool into his Pedestal Table design. This versatile piece of furniture 
is available in three heights, with di)erent #nish options, and may 
be used in a variety of ways. 

Living and LoungeNelson Coconut Lounge Chair; Nelson Pedestal Stool; Nelson Pedestal Tables



Knot Designed by Alexander Girard, !"#$



Dining and Meeting
Whether it’s the simple act of sharing a meal or an involved  
discussion among colleagues, the importance of having an 
adaptable dining and meeting area is undeniable. Our selection  
of seating and surface options—both new and archival—maximizes 
the opportunity to engage purposefully. With our recent additions  
to the Eames Shell Chair, including the newly introduced Molded 
Wood Chair, the reintroduction of Fiberglass, and the option  
of upholstery with Alexander Girard’s Hopsak fabric, we’re now  
able to o!er the most robust o!ering for one of our most beloved 
chairs and strengthen our commitment to honoring and evolving  
the Collection. 



!"Dining and Meeting

Eames Molded Fiberglass Side Chair, pg !#; Osso Table, pg $$; Nelson Platform Bench, pg %"; 

Steelwood Coat Stand, pg %#
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Eames Shell Chair Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

The Eames Shell Chair exempli#es Charles and Ray’s desire 
to make “the best for the most for the least.” With each new 
form, #nish, and con#guration, they continued to push the 
boundaries of what the Shell Chair could be. Though the chair  
was originally produced in #berglass, it was later switched  
to $%% percent recyclable polypropylene, an environmentally  
minded alternative. Now, with advancements in safe #berglass  
composition and dynamic veneer technologies, the evolution  
continues with the Molded Fiberglass and Molded Wood Shell 
Chairs. Today, there are limitless possibilities for creating 
seating that suits any space, formal or informal, and #ts every 
body and every need.

Dining and Meeting



!"

Eames Shell Chair Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Molded Fiberglass
Thanks to a new, proprietary process for producing #berglass,  
Herman Miller is once again able to fabricate the original  
Eames Fiberglass Chair safely. The newly reformulated material  
is created using a monomer- and VOC-free resin in a molding  
process that all but eliminates hazardous airborne compounds—
and is fully recyclable through Herman Miller’s Take Back program. 
The upholstered #berglass chairs—all speci#ed with a sustainable  
adhesive—are available in an array of Alexander Girard Hopsak 
fabrics. Faithfully reproduced to Girard’s original speci#cations,  
the fabric is made from recycled polyester and is #nished in  
a classic white, black, or parchment edge trim. The chair is  
available in both side and arm chair versions, in eight archival 
colors, with a choice of wire, dowel leg, stacking/ganging, rocker, 
and !-leg bases.

Dining and Meeting

Eames Upholstered Molded Fiberglass Side Chair; Tuxedo Museum Bench, pg $%; 

Wireframe Sofa, pg &; Eames Table with Universal Base, pg '(



Eames Shell Chair Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Molded Plastic
While the same single-shell form has endured throughout the  
years, the decision was made to switch the material to polypropylene 
when the detrimental e!ects of "berglass became more widely  
understood. In addition to being #$$ percent recyclable, the  
polypropylene molded shell chairs are highly durable, boast a 
subtle matte "nish, and come in a variety of upholstered options—
all speci"ed with a sustainable adhesive. Faithfully reproduced 
to Alexander Girard’s original speci"cations, the new Hopsak fabrics 
are made from recycled polyester and come "nished in a classic 
white, black, or parchment edge trim.

%&Dining and MeetingEames Molded Plastic Side and Armchairs; Nelson X-Leg Tables, pg '(; Nelson Basic Cabinet Series, pg &(



!"Dining and Meeting

Eames Shell Chair Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Molded Wood
Achieved with the help of today’s #-D veneer technology, this
authentic form is the result of a process that gives wood veneer 
the extra flexibility it needs in order to be molded into the complex 
curves of a single shell—allowing, at last, the realization of Charles 
and Ray’s e$ort to make a single-shell form out of wood. The side 
chair is available in white ash, walnut, ebony, and santos palisander, 
all of which pair with a range of base options that includes wire, 
dowel leg, and %-leg, in a variety of &nishes.

Central Table
Designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Magis®, %$!!

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec’s objective was clear: create a simple, 
delicate table that is simultaneously utilitarian and durable, both 
indoors and out. Central Table, the result of their e$orts, is a round 
or square, bistro-like surface that will gracefully coexist in a variety 
of environments—at home, in a workspace, or set in rows on  
a terrace or in a café. Small in stature and constructed for daily use, 
Central’s smart, flip-top folding system allows for quick, compact 
storage and nesting. The tripod base is available in black, white, 
or polished aluminum.

Eames Molded Wood Side Chair; Central Table



!"Dining and Meeting

Eames Wire Chair
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#!

Created in the #$!%s and inspired by the lightweight durability  
of industrial trays, dress forms, and baskets, the Eames Wire Chair 
is yet another product of Charles and Ray’s exploration of the 
single-shell form. The chair comes with a wire base and an optional 
full-piece leather seat pad or crisscross two-piece “bikini” pad.

Nelson X-Leg Table
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

The X-Leg Table is the basic expression of what a table 
should be. Designed by George Nelson to serve dining, working,  
and entertaining settings in equal measure, the table similarly  
welcomes a variety of seating styles—from a formal piece by  
Ward Bennett to a bright and poppy utilitarian Eames Shell Chair. 
Highly adaptable, the tables comes in two laminates and three 
surface veneers, including walnut, white ash, and santos  
palisander, all of which sit atop sturdy chrome legs, available  
in trivalent chrome, white, or black. Adjustable glides adapt to  
uneven floor surfaces.

Eames Wire Chair; Nelson X-Leg Table



!!Dining and Meeting

Osso Family
Designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Mattiazzi, !"##

Marrying "#st century technology with age-old cra$smanship, 
the Osso Family exudes simple sophistication and allows the oak 
and ash woods to express themselves fully. As the French brothers 
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec see it, “The Osso Chair invites to be 
touched, even caressed, as it is extremely sculpted and polished
thanks to the use of highly sophisticated digital control equipment.” 
Manufactured by Mattiazzi—a family-owned producer of wood  
furniture, in Udine, Italy—where they combine re%ned hands-on 
know-how with a powerful set of solar-powered CNC tools, 
every piece is assembled using chemical- and treatment-free wood  
panels. The collection of dining chairs, stools, and tables employs 
no hardware, allowing the joints to dovetail seamlessly, and 
is available in a complementary palette of nine di&erent colors.



!"Dining and Meeting

Envelope™ Chair
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"##

Ward Bennett’s Envelope Chair is subtle, sophisticated, 
and aptly named for its clever design: a sling of upholstery 
wraps around a welded, tubular steel frame to create the 
chair’s seat, sides, and back. An elegant choice for the home 
or o#ce, the chair is available in a wide array of upholstery 
fabrics and leathers.

Envelope Chair; Burdick Group Oval Table, pg $%; Nelson Thin Edge Bu&et, pg ""



!"Dining and Meeting

Bumper Chair Group
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"##

Side Chair
Known for his unimpeachable material sensibility and minimalist 
designs, Ward Bennett delighted in modernizing classic forms.  
His iconic Bumper Chair, for example, was based on George  
Washington’s #$th century swivel chair. With its short seat and 
notable lumbar support—an especially important feature to  
Bennett, who su%ered from back pain and studied anatomy— 
the Bumper Chair is a bucket seat in the most classic sense.  
The arm cap is shaped from one continuous piece of fabric or 
leather, as are the inner and outer shells. The versatile &-leg side 
chair version is equally at home around a dining table and in  
a café or lounge setting, and the stately Bumper Conference Chair, 
with its !-star caster base in polished aluminum, adds ease and 
comfort to any meeting room—at home or in the o'ce. A lounge 
chair with a &-leg plated-metal base is also available.

Bumper Side Chair; Eames Table with Segmented Base, pg (#



Eames Table Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

As they did in all their designs, Charles and Ray Eames  
combined form, function, strength, and beauty in this grouping  
of multifunctional tables, created over the course of several years. 
Flexible and hardworking, the tables come in an assortment  
of sizes, tops, shapes, and bases to meet the needs of any space—
be it corporate dining room, executive workspace, conference  
area, home o!ce, kitchen, or café—and bear the signature  
Eames mark of utility and grace.

Eames Molded Plywood Family
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"%&

Dining Chair
The Eameses’ development of a technique to mold sheets of  
lightweight plywood veneer into gently curved shapes helped  
revolutionize the design of modern furniture. Their Molded  
Plywood Lounge Chair—available with a wood or metal base— 
imparted a so" appearance to a hard material, creating an inviting 
seat with unexpected comfort. The perfect addition to any dining 
space, from an eat-in kitchen to a formal dining table, the metal  
base dining-height seat comes in a variety of upholstery options, 
o#ering a gracious form that comfortably suits everybody and  
any setting.

$%Dining and MeetingEames Table with Segmented Base; Eames Molded Plywood Dining Chair



!"Dining and MeetingWireframe Sofa, pg #; Eames Aluminum Group Side Chair, pg !$; AGL Table, pg #% 



!"Dining and Meeting

Eames Aluminum Group and Eames So! Pad Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$, !"%"

Executive, Management, and Side Chairs
First designed as outdoor seating for industrialist J. Irwin Miller’s 
Columbus, Indiana, home, in #$"%, Eames Aluminum Group 
chairs—and their later incarnation, the plush, cushioned Eames  
So& Pad line, which transformed the group’s spare pro'le into 
something a bit more luxurious—have been in constant demand,  
e(ortlessly crossing the borders between commercial and  
residential design.   

Charles Eames once said, “Design is a plan for arranging elements 
in such a way as to best accomplish a particular purpose.”  
And the Eames Aluminum Group o(ers limitless possibilities for  
any purpose. Both groups include adjustable management chairs,  
executive chairs with extended backs, and side chairs with or  
without arms, all with incredibly comfortable seat-back suspension 
that is especially welcome in meeting and dining room settings. 
Most of the chairs are available with an optional tilt swivel  
and powder-coated frame 'nishes, as well as in a wide range of  
upholstery options. 

Opposite: Eames So& Pad Side Chair; Eames Table with Segmented Base, pg !#



!"Dining and Meeting

Solo Family
Designed by Nitzan Cohen for Mattiazzi, !"#!

A circle and arc unite simply in Nitzan Cohen’s playful take on  
the classic café chair and barstool, cheerfully inviting guests  
to take a seat while evoking a sense of visual lightness and utility. 
Like its name suggests, Solo is a singular, well-rounded answer  
to a number of dining and living needs. “Solo is very simple  
but also practical,” says Cohen, who serves as design director  
for Mattiazzi—a family-owned furniture maker in Udine, Italy,  
dedicated exclusively to the environmentally sound manufacturing  
of wood products. Both the indoor and outdoor versions of the  
Solo Chair, Stool, and Table are available in ash (anilin-stained  
or thermo-treated) or natural waxed oak. The indoor Solo Chair  
can also be upholstered in leather, adding a touch of luxury to an 
already robust range of colors. Solo is sure to complement a variety  
of communal café or work environments, as well as indoor and  
outdoor settings for the home. 



!"Dining and Meeting

Burdick Group™

Designed by Bruce Burdick, !"#$

Given his background in exhibition design, it’s no surprise that 
Bruce Burdick is expert at lending drama and beauty to any 
story. His meticulously drawn Burdick Group Tables are a case 
in point. Described by Burdick as “workbenches for executives,” 
the tables were originally intended for o#ces and are ideal 
for high-tra#c settings and impromptu work sessions, but they 
are equally gracious in home dining rooms, thanks to their 
endlessly flexible design. A dramatic aluminum beam supplies
the table’s basic structural and visual element. All the components
are cantilevered from, suspended below, or supported directly
on the beam, and wires can be hidden beneath this central 
support. Each glass, aluminum, and steel table can be arranged 
in di$erent sizes and con%gurations, allowing easy adaptation 
to the demands of a space. 

He Said/She Said Family
Designed by Nitzan Cohen for Mattiazzi, %$!!

She Said Stool
Nitzan Cohen’s subtly curved She Said Stool is a graceful  
example of solid-wood cra&smanship at its %nest. Its sleek  
silhouette serves as a testament to Mattiazzi’s advanced  
technology: the backrest and long legs display a smooth and 
seamless geometry o&en reserved for plastic chairs alone. 
Artful and re%ned, it %ts comfortably in a workroom or in 
a breakfast, cocktail, or café/bar setting, home or o#ce.  
The design is available in two chair versions—He Said and 
She Said, both of which are substantial and stackable—as  
well as a jaunty glass-topped café table. 

Burdick Group Oval Table; She Said Stools



Facade Designed by Alexander Girard, !"#$



Working and Storage
A striking balance between contemporary and archival pieces,  
the Collection’s work and storage solutions balance e!ciency with
the ability to anticipate and adapt to the demands of modern 
workspaces. New pieces, such as architect Isay Weinfeld’s Domino 
Storage Group for Geiger, marry rich material choices with "ne 
woodworking, and an architect’s sensibility for managing space 
e!ciently. It is just one of the many highly adaptable o#erings  
in the Collection that help manage your space, so you can get your 
work done.



!"Working and Storage

Sled™ Base Storage Group
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"#$

Ward Bennett was not concerned with what was trendy;  
he focused instead on function, comfort, and cra#smanship.  
As a result, designs like his Sled Base Storage Group remain  
relevant for today’s work and living spaces. These modular  
storage solutions vary from single-component pedestals 
to assemblages containing up to four units—all with a variety  
of $nish options, cabinet or drawer con$gurations, and inserts. 
Single and double units are available with casters for mobility. 

Sled Base Credenza; Brabo Lounge Family, pg %&; Nelson X-Leg Table, pg "%;

Eames Aluminum Group Executive Chair, pg '"; Nelson Miniature Chest, pg !!;

Landmark Chair, pg (%



!!Working and Storage

Nelson Thin Edge Group and Miniature Chest
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

These "nely detailed cabinets, chests, and miniature chests  
represent yet another evolution in George Nelson’s thinking about 
storage. In #$%&, Nelson developed a series of customizable pieces 
in rosewood, called the Rosewood Group. As the veneer range 
expanded and design details were standardized, the collection 
was again renamed, in #$%', this time a(er the feature that gives  
them their unique aesthetic quality: the thin edge that frames 
the doors and drawers.

These classic pieces have been reissued and updated to employ  
environmentally sustainable veneers and "nishing processes— 
without compromising the original design—using renewable woods 
like santos palisander, an option that honors and shares the rich 
personality and deep grain of rosewood. 

Opposite: Nelson Thin Edge Bu)et



!"

Eames Executive Chair
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Originally designed for the lobby of the Time & Life Building,  
in New York City, this inviting chair exempli#es Charles Eames’  
belief that “the details are not details; they make the product.”  
Generously sized, the amply cushioned seating features the  
highest-quality materials: an aluminum base and frame, #nely  
detailed upholstery accented with covered buttons, and edge  
details typical of traditional #ne furniture. Now available in  
new #nish and material options, the chair still boasts a tilt-swivel 
base, adjustable height, and glides or casters to e$ortlessly  
merge function and comfort. 

Working and Storage

Eames Executive Chair; Tuxedo Component Lounge, pg %&;

Eames Aluminum Group Side Chair, pg '(; AGL Table, pg )*



!"Working and Storage

AGL™ Table Group
Designed by Leon Ransmeier, !"#!

American designer Leon Ransmeier brings grace and utility to  
an everyday form with the AGL Table Group—an in#nitely versatile 
design that #ts seamlessly into home or o$ce. Named for the  
aeronautical term “above ground level,” which describes an 
airborne aircra%’s position in relation to the ground, the AGL Table 
Group’s design is founded on sociability and comfort. 

Drawing on the e$ciency of aeronautical form, as well as on  
Charles and Ray Eames’ insights into designing with aluminum,  
the edge of the table’s surface tapers gently, and its width is 
skewed slightly narrower than industry standards to maintain an 
easy intimacy. “There should be enough space to feel comfortable  
without isolating people,” Ransmeier says. AGL’s elegant frame 
utilizes structural ribs as channels in which wiring for an optional 
power kit can #t discreetly. Trays open out with a simple 
movement and are designed to prevent cord clutter on the table 
surface, making the table the perfect place for people to gather, 
work, and converse freely. Should the need for power change, the 
trays are fully detachable, allowing the table to adapt to a multitude 
of uses and spaces seamlessly. The AGL Table Group is available 
in nine sizes, each &!.' inches high, and comes in a range of  
surface options, including veneer, Formcoat™, and natural stone.



!"Working and Storage

Landmark™ Chair
Designed by Ward Bennett for Geiger, !"#$

Stately and con#dent, the Landmark Chair celebrates  
designer Ward Bennett’s commitment to all things natural: 
woods, fabrics, rattans, and cane. He loved working with 
flexible, linear materials—“You get a lovely sweep from reed,” 
he said—to achieve the graceful lines characteristic of his 
furniture. Landmark, with its exposed wood frame, has a simple, 
sculptural quality. Its top rail flows into the arms and legs 
in one sweeping line. Its construction is meticulous: the chair 
is joined entirely with concealed dowel joints. 

Carved from solid ash hardwood, Landmark is both  
lightweight and durable. The chair’s classic English form is  
graciously scaled and dressed in painstakingly detailed 
French upholstery. True to the designer’s original intent, 
Landmark is available in both standard-height and low-arm 
versions. Several upholstery variations are available, including 
a revival of the natural caned-back version with a loose seat 
cushion. The Landmark Chair works equally well in a variety 
of dining and work spaces.

Landmark Chair; Tuxedo Component Lounge, pg $%; AGL Table, pg !&; Domino Storage, pg !'



!"Working and Storage

Domino Storage™

Designed by Isay Weinfeld for Geiger, !"#$

Most storage units have interiors #tted to decades-old 
proportions. Recognizing this problem, Brazilian architect 
Isay Weinfeld set about creating a smartly edited array 
of modules that e$ciently answer all of today’s needs. 
“We emptied our o$ce cupboards, put everything on the 
floor, and asked ourselves, ‘What are the ideal sizes to store 
these things?’ The printers, the binders, the pencils, even 
the wastebins,” he says. With the correct scale established, 
he then went to work designing a system for combining
modules so they could adapt to the appropriate heights for 
a credenza, sideboard, or desk.  

Creating Domino from the inside out by no means 
meant Weinfeld neglected the exterior. Beautiful detailing 
and cra%smanship are everywhere apparent: from the artful 
veneer application to the mitered corners. Domino is #nished 
on all sides and can serve as a divider between a living and 
dining room as well as in an open plan o$ce and is available 
in &'-inch and ()-inch heights, two-, three-, or four-units wide, 
and in six formatting options. Finish options include walnut, 
santos palisander, and ebony, with chrome or satin chrome 
trim and a solid white ash interior.

Domino Storage



!"Working and Storage

Eames Storage and Desk Units
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

These practical storage and desk units are emblematic of the  
utility and grace Charles and Ray Eames brought to everyday  
design solutions. A result of work they exhibited in #$%$ at 
the Detroit Institute of Arts, the de&ned grid of shelving, drawers,  
and case units provides a forthright and modular response to  
the endless need for storage and workspace. Perforated panels  
and cross-supports ensure lightness and stability, and a selection  
of decorative options—from color-blocked, hardboard panels  
to molded plywood doors—adds liveliness and spirit. Available  
in an array of sizes and con&gurations, the adaptable pieces
provide the right level of storage and desk space for a wide range 
of work environments.

Opposite: Eames Storage Unit; Eames Molded Plastic Armchair, pg %$



!"Working and Storage



!"Working and Storage

Nelson Swag Leg Family
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

This collection was born of George Nelson’s desire to create  
a piece of furniture with a sculpted leg, and he had very speci#c 
ideas about how that leg would take its form. He wanted the  
base to be gracefully curved, cra$ed from metal, machine formed, 
and pre#nished, as well as easily assembled and disassembled  
so it could be shipped conveniently and made more a%ordable.
Swaging, the use of pressure to taper and bend metal tubes,  
proved to be the smartest method for producing these legs— 
and it is this process that lends its name to Nelson’s distinctive 
desk, armchair, and tables. 

With modest proportions, molded drawers to manage clutter,  
and a hint of color, the desk makes e&cient use of space in any  
work area. Remarkably, more than six decades a$er its conception, 
the Swag Leg Desk’s look, scale, and function feel custom-made  
for the mobile technology and tech accessories we use today.

Opposite: Nelson Swag Leg Desk; Eames Wire Chair, pg '(; Medici Chair Outdoor, pg ""(



!"Working and Storage

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

Created to #ll the basic need for storage and display with 
beautiful, simple details, this cabinetry was re#ned based on 
George Nelson’s ongoing research into storage furniture. 
It began with his innovative Storagewall, which was featured 
in Life magazine in $!%&. The article so impressed Herman Miller 
founder D.J. De Pree that he hired Nelson to be the company’s 
Design Director, a position Nelson held for '& years. 

At Herman Miller, Nelson adapted his ideas about modular 
storage to a smaller format with the Basic Cabinet Series, 
a practical, standardized system that can be combined and 
adapted to a variety of uses and environments. Available in 
several veneer options, its versatile combination of doors, 
drawers, shelves, and cabinets may stand alone or be securely 
stacked atop another landmark design: the Platform Bench. 

Nelson Platform Bench
Designed by George Nelson, !"#$

In addition to serving as a base for Nelson’s Basic Cabinet Series,  
this multipurpose bench can also function as a low table or as 
extra seating. Available in three lengths and with the option of 
a wood or metal base, it is an endlessly versatile and useful seating 
or surface for a variety of spaces in the home, o(ce, and beyond.



Full Twist™ Chair
Designed by Mark Goetz for Geiger, !"#"

Re!ned and con!dent, Mark Goetz’s Full Twist Chair appears to  
have a frame formed from flowing ribbons of wood—an illusion  
produced by the union of cra" and cutting-edge technology.  
The single sculpted wood band seamlessly attaches to the legs, 
forming both armrests and a slightly sloping back to cradle the  
sitter and provide easy comfort and support.

An upholstered seat adds even more appeal to this clean-lined  
solid-wood design, which is equally suited to commercial  
applications and residential spaces. Full Twist is available in  
a complete range of woods, fabrics, and leathers, o#ering nearly  
limitless possibilities for complementing any interior. 

$%Working and Storage

Full Twist Chair; Eames Walnut Stool, pg &'; Eames So" Pad Executive Chair, pg (%; 

Burdick Group Rectangular Table, pg (); Nelson Thin Edge Bu#et, pg ** 
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Steelwood Family
Designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Magis, !""#

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec’s Steelwood Family marries the 
warmth of wood with the strength of steel to create a simply  
constructed, highly adaptable group of furnishings. “We wanted 
something that would appeal to everyone—men, women, 
rich, poor—one that would say to people, ‘I am a well-constructed,  
beautiful object, one that will last a long time and grow old quite 
nicely with you,’” says Ronan.

Made of painted or varnished solid beech, painted steel, and  
high-pressure laminate tabletops—all held together with metal 
bolts, making for easy disassembly—Steelwood o#ers approachable 
seating and storage options, work surfaces, and accessories that 
work seamlessly in any setting.

Working and Storage



Circle Section A Designed by Alexander Girard, !"#$



Outdoor
Built to the same design speci!cations as our classic indoor  
o"erings like the Eames Aluminum Group, but out!tted  
to withstand the elements, our selection of outdoor furnishings 
provides the same living, lounge, dining, and meeting 
capabilities we expect from our interior furnishings. A number  
of new o"erings from our partners at Mattiazzi and Magis, which 
come in both indoor and outdoor !nishes, help to broaden 
the Collection and o"er countless possibilities for outdoor dining 
and lounge settings. 



!"#Outdoor

Venice Chair
Designed by Konstantin Grcic for Magis, !"#$

The Venice Chair’s sinuous form evokes the flowing shape of 
a gondola. Technologically innovative—it’s made from a single  
block of die-cast aluminum that allows the easy attachment 
of the front and rear extruded aluminum legs—its so$, fluid 
lines o%er comfort both indoors and out. The armrest—a single 
curved strip—provides support for the elbows. The flexible but 
sturdy backrest is available in six hues of thermoplastic rubber 
or leather, depending on the application. The aluminum 
frame allows for easy stacking and is available in painted black 
or white, or in a polished die-cast aluminum for indoor use.

Striped Tavolo
Designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Magis, !""%

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Breton-born brothers, used only  
two elements in this clean-lined, deceptively simple table:  
stripes of plastic and small parts to &x the stripes on a metal 
structure—a rust-proof steel tube frame that is painted in polyester 
powder to resist chipping, fading, and corrosion. The table’s  
high-pressure laminate (HPL) top makes it ideal for use outdoors. 
Striped Tavolo is available with a square, rectangle, or round top,  
in white or black. 

Venice Chair Outdoor; Striped Tavolo



!"#OutdoorEames Aluminum Group Lounge Chair Outdoor, pg !"$; Eames Table with Contract Base Outdoor, pg !!!
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Eames Aluminum Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, !"#$

Outdoor
In !$%&, industrialist J. Irwin Miller and his wife, Xenia,  
commissioned a remarkable modernist triumvirate to create  
their home in Columbus, Indiana: Eero Saarinen designed the 
house, Alexander Girard fashioned the interiors, and Dan Kiley  
took on the landscape architecture. Even Charles and Ray Eames 
collaborated on the project, producing an outdoor furniture  
series designed speci'cally for the project but later put  
into production at Herman Miller. Recently restored to their  
original outdoor format, the Eames Aluminum Group chairs  
are once again welcoming us back outside. O(ering easy  
comfort paired with a re'ned, supportive, and slender pro'le,  
each piece is set on an original )-star base. The seats— 
upholstered in a state-of-the-art Outdoor Weave that is porous,  
fast drying, and durable, and which contains no PVC—are held  
in tension between cast aluminum members. Available with  
or without arms, the side chair is suitable for outdoor dining  
and meeting and 'ts perfectly on a suburban porch or a corporate  
retreat. The lounge chair pairs with the matching ottoman  
and boasts a fluid swivel function, providing easy sociability  
and comfort.

Outdoor



!"#Outdoor



!!!Outdoor

Chair_One
Designed by Konstantin Grcic for Magis, !""#

Constructed from die-cast aluminum and modeled on  
the common soccer ball, Chair_One is composed of a  
collection of small, flat planes assembled at angles to create  
a striking, sculptural, three-dimensional form. “This was  
possibly the "rst time ever that such a large die-cast was  
used for making a chair,” says its designer, Konstantin Grcic.  
“It involved a lot of heavy tooling. I decided to break up  
surfaces into thin sections like branches and let the material 
flow through the mold to create the shape.” 

Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, Chair_One is available  
in three base options and "nished in polished, anodized,  
or powder-coated aluminum. The stacking base is sold in 
sets of two. Concrete base and #-star base versions are sold
individually. Chair_One Stacking Base is shown in black 
and white.

Eames Table Group
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames, $%&'

Outdoor
The enduring Eames Aluminum Group, updated for outdoor  
use—a purpose for which it was originally intended—includes  
a wide range of cast aluminum tables, available with universal,  
contract, or segmented bases that have been reengineered 
in a durable powder-coated "nish.  

Four stone top options—each cut to order and mined from 
a North American quarry with ties to historic American design— 
refresh the pieces. Available in a wide choice of shapes and 
sizes, the tables are inimitably Eames, with their own take on 
elegance and function. 

Opposite: Chair_One Outdoor; Eames Table with Contract Base Outdoor



113Outdoor

Medici Family
Designed by Konstantin Grcic for Mattiazzi, !"#!

The low-slung Medici Chair has generous dimensions and  
armrests that beckon you to recline and relax. A modern  
interpretation of the classic Adirondack chair, Konstantin Grcic’s 
Medici Chair capitalizes on the raw simplicity of the material  
and the master cra#smanship at Mattiazzi. Fashioned only  
from three-quarter-inch-thick planks, the chair is $nished using  
a proprietary heat-treating and hand-oiling process that protects  
it from the elements. It can be used in private or public, indoors  
and outdoors. A supporting table and wing-shaped ottoman  
round out the family and provide numerous options for outdoor 
lounge settings. Medici is available in American walnut  
or Douglas $r—$nished in natural or grey, and yellow anilin; 
thermo-oiled ash is suitable for the outdoors.

Nelson Pedestal Table
Designed by George Nelson, #$%&

Outdoor
With its slim, elegant lines and sculptural legs, George Nelson’s
1954 Pedestal Tables have been a go-to design for over half  
a century. Now the universally appealing and adaptable tables  
are even more versatile thanks to newly updated material options 
that stand up to the elements. 
 
With three heights, two diameters, and two powder-coated  
$nishes to choose from for the base, and four durable stone  
tops—not to mention self-leveling glides for uneven floor  
surfaces—the pedestal table will easily complement a number  
of environments, from outdoor cafés to patios and poolsides. 

Medici Chair Outdoor; Nelson Pedestal Table Outdoor



!!"Outdoor

Air-Chair and Air-Table
Designed by Jasper Morrison for Magis, !""#

Functional, lightweight, stackable, and strong, Jasper Morrison’s  
Air-Chair is ideal for both indoor and outdoor use, with a slot  
designed into every seat to guarantee that water won’t puddle. 
Employing an air-molding technology previously used only in the 
automotive and electronics industries to create, says Morrison, 
“forms which were previously unmoldable,” the Air-Chair is made 
from gas-injected polypropylene with added glass #bers and is  
fully recyclable. 

Morrison designed the Air-Chair by “thinking of the shape of 
an ideal wooden chair, if it were possible to carve it any way you  
liked.” Coupled with Morrison’s matching Air-Table, the duo is
suitable in any setting—casual or elegant, both indoors and out—
and is available in !$ colors.

Air-Chair Outdoor; Air-Table Outdoor



!!"Outdoor

Paso Doble Group
Designed by Stefano Giovannoni for Magis, !""#

The lithe, elegant motion of a toreador and his cape—
the signature movement upon which the traditional Spanish  
paso doble dance is based—inspired Stefano Giovannoni’s  
seductive Paso Doble seating family. The Milan-based 
designer developed the collection around the concept of 
material suspended between rigid structures, much like 
the sling suspension found on the Eames Aluminum Group 
chairs. Giovannoni’s Paso Doble seating employs sturdy, 
roll-formed aluminum rails and flexible polymer mesh to 
create lightweight lounge chairs, as well as an ottoman 
and a stool.

While the graceful silhouette of each piece varies by style,  
every member of the indoor-outdoor family utilizes the same  
extruded aluminum frame—with or without arms—and  
stacks with ease. It’s a comprehensive and #tting line created 
by a designer known for his keen eye for structure, form, 
simplicity, and, of course, playfulness. 

Baguette Table 
Designed by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Magis, !"$$

Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec subscribe to a less-is-more  
philosophy; this is especially apparent in their Baguette Table,  
for which the French brothers strove to use as little material  
as possible. The table’s long, slender aluminum top has rounded  
corners, a graphic tapered edge, and is supported by four cast  
aluminum legs—which the Bouroullecs describe as chopsticks.  
The table was not inspired by the famous French loaf but  
by the original de#nition of the word—a wand. The table is available 
in two lengths, $% and &' inches. Tops come !-, (-, and )-inch 
thick and are available in white or black MDF, clear or white 
glass, slate, or quartzite. The cast aluminum legs and frame can 
be polished or painted white or black. 

Paso Doble Chair Outdoor; Baguette Table Outdoor
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#-Leg Base
pg '(

Side and Stacking Chairs

Chair_One Stacking Base
Stacks & high
pg (((



Folly

!"#

Paso Doble Stool 
Stacks ! high
pg !!"

S.S.S.S. Stool

Eames Walnut Stool B-Shape
pg #$, $", %&

Stool_One
Stacks " high

Osso Stool
pg %%

Eames Walnut Stool A-Shape
pg #$, "", "', $$

Steelwood Stool
pg &"

Nelson Pedestal Stool
pg #"

Déjà-vu Stool

Solo Stool
pg '"

Lyra Stool

Capelli Stool

She Said Stool
pg '(

Eames Walnut Stool C-Shape
pg #$, !#, "$, "'

Bombo® Stool

Stools

Product O(ering

Venice Chair
Stacks ! high
pg !$#, ")

Nelson Swag Leg Desk
pg &$

Eames Desk Unit File Drawer
pg ("

Eames Desk Unit Open Storage
pg (", ))

Eames Executive Chair
pg "(

Eames So* Pad  
Management Chair
pg '%

Eames So* Pad  
Executive Chair
pg '%, %&

Eames Aluminum Group  
Management Chair
pg '%

Eames Aluminum Group  
Executive Chair
pg '%, #&

Bumper Conference Chair 
pg %&

Tuxedo Museum Bench
pg )$, !%, "+, +', +#

Tuxedo Bench
pg )$

Nelson Platform Bench  
Wood Base
pg &#, !+, +"

Nelson Platform Bench  
Metal Base
pg &#

Desks

Work Chairs

BenchesSide and Stacking Chairs

Troy Wood Chair
Stacks ! high
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Nelson Swag Leg Dining Table 
Round 
pg !"

Eames Table Segmented Base 
Rectangular 
pg #$

Central Table
pg %$

Solo Table
pg #&

Nelson Swag Leg Dining Table 
Rectangular
pg !"

Eames Table Segmented Base 
Oval 
pg #$

Burdick Group Table
pg #', $%, #$

She Said Table
pg #'

Osso Table
pg %%, &", &'

Eames Table Universal Base 
Square
pg #$

Eames Table Contract Base 
Square
pg #$

Branca Table

Nelson X-Leg Table
pg %(, &(, &#, )$

Eames Table Universal Base 
Round 
pg #$, &%, &)

Eames Table Contract Base 
Round 
pg #$

Baguette Table
pg $$&

Nelson Swag Leg Work Table
pg !"

Eames Table Segmented Base 
Round 
pg #$, $(, $#, %&

Déjà-vu Table

AGL Table 
pg '$, %', )#, ("

Tables

Product O*ering

Eames Wire Base Elliptical 
Table

Eames Table Universal Base 
Round
pg #$

Eames Table Contract Base 
Round
pg #$, !), "(

Eames Rectangular Co*ee Table
pg $%, )

Eames Molded Plywood Co*ee 
Table Wood Base
pg $%

Eames Molded Plywood Co*ee 
Table Metal Base
pg $%, %, !&

Claw Table SquareClaw™ Table RoundBrabo Side Table
pg (", )&

Brabo Co*ee Table 
pg ("

Table_One BistroTable_OneTable FirstStriped Tavolo
pg $"(

Tavolo XZ' Table

Occasional Tables

Steelwood Table
pg !&
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Eames Storage Unit #$$ 
pg !"

Noguchi Rudder Table
pg ##, !%, !", !&

Eames Storage Unit %$$ Series
% Wide with Doors
pg !", &'

Nelson Pedestal Table
pg $", !%, !", !'

Eames Storage Unit %$$ Series 
% Wide
pg !"

Medici Table
pg ##$

Eames Storage Unit !$$
pg !"

Pizza Table

I Beam Side Table
pg %&

Domino Storage
pg !&, &"

Noguchi Table
pg %$

I Beam Co(ee Table
pg %&, %)

Storage

Product O(ering

H Frame Side Table
pg %", &%

H Frame Co(ee Table
pg %"

Full Round Table Square
pg &%

Full Round™ Table RectangularEames Wire Base Low Table

Steelwood Shelving System
pg '"

Sled Base Pedestal
pg "(

Sled Base Mobile Pedestal 
pg "(

Sled Base Mobile Credenza 
pg "(

Sled Base Credenza
pg "(

Nelson Thin Edge Chest
pg ""

Nelson Thin Edge Cabinet
pg ""

Nelson Thin Edge Bu(et
pg "", *), '#

Nelson Miniature Chest 
' Drawer
pg "", +*

Nelson Miniature Chest  
) Drawer
pg "", %#

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 
"# x #$ 
pg '$, #&, #'

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series  
%# x "# Bookcase
pg '$, !#

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 
%# x "#
pg '$

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 
%# x %#
pg '$, !#

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 
!).* x !&
pg '$

H Frame Credenza
pg %"

Occasional Tables
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Eames Aluminum Group Side 
Chair Outdoor without Arms
pg !"#, !#$

Chair_One %-Star Base Outdoor
pg !!!

Eames Aluminum Group Side 
Chair Outdoor with Arms
pg !"#, !#$

Chair First Outdoor
Stacks !" high

Déjà-vu Chair Outdoor

Folding Air-Chair Outdoor
pg !!$

Paso Doble Ottoman Outdoor
pg !!#

Chair_One Stacking Outdoor
Stacks # high
pg !!!

Air-Chair Outdoor without Arms
Stacks !" high
pg !!$

Paso Doble Low Chair Outdoor
Stacks $ high
pg !!#

Chair_One Concrete Base 
Outdoor
pg !!!

Air-Chair Outdoor with Arms
Stacks !" high
pg !!$

Paso Doble Low Chair High 
Back Outdoor
Stacks $ high
pg !!#

Outdoor Side and Stacking Chairs
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Paso Doble Chaise Longue 
Outdoor
Stacks $ high
pg !!#

Medici Ottoman Outdoor
pg !!%

Medici Chair Outdoor
pg !!%, $!

Eames Aluminum Group  
Ottoman Outdoor 
pg !"#, !#'

Eames Aluminum Group Lounge 
Chair Outdoor
pg !"#, !#%, !#(, !#'

Outdoor Lounge Seating

Solo Table Outdoor
pg &#

Eames Table Universal Base 
Square Outdoor 
pg !!!

Eames Table Universal Base 
Round Outdoor 
pg !!!

Eames Table Segmented Base 
Rectangular Outdoor 
pg !!!

Eames Table Segmented Base 
Oval Outdoor 
pg !!!

Eames Table Contract Base 
Square Outdoor 
pg !!!

Eames Table Contract Base 
Round Outdoor 
pg !!!, !#$

Central Table Outdoor
pg $!

Baguette Table Outdoor
pg !!#

Air-Table Outdoor
Stacks % high
pg !!$

Stool_One Outdoor
Stacks & high

Solo Stool Outdoor
pg &#

Paso Doble Stool Outdoor
Stacks $ high
pg !!#

Folly

Outdoor Tables

Outdoor Stools and Benches

Venice Chair Outdoor
Stacks $ high
pg !"%, )'

Troy Plastic Chair Outdoor
Stacks $ high

Solo Chair Outdoor
Stacks ' high
pg &#

Paso Doble Chair Outdoor 
without Arms
Stacks $ high
pg !!#

Paso Doble Chair Outdoor 
with Arms
Stacks $ high
pg !!#



Puppy

Formwork™ Pencil Cup Formwork Small Tray

Eames Molded Plywood 
Folding Screen
pg !"

Eames Hang-It-All® 

Umbrella Stand

!"#

Cu-Clock 

Eames Wire Base Low Table 
Outdoor 

Beware of Imitations PosterGirard Throw 

Eames Table Universal Base 
Round Outdoor 
pg !!!, !$%, !$&

"%$° Container

Nelson Pedestal Table Outdoor 
pg !!#

!,',"...

Medici Table Outdoor
pg !!#

Eames Table Contract Base 
Round Outdoor 
pg !!!, !$(, !$#

Accessories

Outdoor Occasional Tables

Product O)ering

Table_One OutdoorTable_One Bistro OutdoorTable First OutdoorStriped Tavolo
pg !$#

Steelwood Coat Stand
pg %& 

Trash BinTransit Folding Trolley

Textiles & Objects Poster

Outdoor Tables

Formwork Large Tray Formwork Small Box Formwork Large Box Formwork Tissue BoxFormwork Media Stand

Formwork Paper Tray



For more on our products or to see a list of dealers and retailers, 
please visit hermanmiller.com/collection or call !"" #$# $$"".

Distribution Rights
All the designs shown here are protected by law. Herman Miller, Inc., has obtained all rights to make and sell  
these designs from the owners in question. Also, Herman Miller, Inc., holds exclusive worldwide manufacturing  
and distribution rights for these products, with the following exceptions:
 
Charles and Ray Eames and George Nelson: Worldwide distribution rights for furniture in all areas except Europe  
and the Middle East; for those areas, please contact Vitra.  
 
Isamu Noguchi: Worldwide distribution rights for the Noguchi Rudder Table. Distribution rights for the Noguchi  
Table in North America only; for all other areas, please contact Vitra.
 
Magis: Distribution rights in North America only; for all other areas, please contact Magis.
 
Mattiazzi: Worldwide distribution rights in all areas except Australia; for Australia, please contact Mattiazzi.

Location Photography and Stylist
François Dischinger
Michael Reynolds

Locations
Abernathy House, Palm Springs, CA, William Cody (!"#$)
Eames House, Santa Monica, CA, Charles and Ray Eames (!"%")
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, Hermann Hall, Walter Netsch for Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (!"#$)
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL, S.R. Crown Hall, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (!"&#)
Private Residence, New Cannaan, CT, John Black Lee (!"&#) Renovation, Toshiko Mori (!""!)
Renovation/Addition, Kengo Kuma ($'!')
Private Residence, Rhinebeck, NY, Steve Mensch (!""() 
The Arts Club of Chicago, Chicago, IL, Vinci/Hamp Architects, Inc. (!""()
Toledo Museum of Art, The Glass Pavilion, Toledo, OH, SANAA Architects ($''()

 
Fine Art Credits
Pg !% Gafner, Daniel ($'!)) Rockets
Pg !*–!" Doig, Peter ($''#) Purple Jesus, Black Rainbow
Pg ($–() Picabia, Francis (!"!&) The Thing Is Made to Perpetuate My Memory 
Pg ($–() Storrs, John (c. !"$%) Study in Form No. !
Pg *'–*! Moore, Henry (!"%") Two Standing Figures
Pg *'–*! Hajdú, Étienne (!"#') Milly
Pg *'–*! Alechinsky, Pierre (!"#') No Explanation
Pg "$–") Goncharova, Natalia (!"$(/!"$*) Spring

Alexander Girard™ is a registered trademark of the Alexander Girard Estate.
Goetz™ is a trademark of Mark W. Goetz.
Hang-It-All® is a registered trademark of Lucia Eames Demetrios, d.b.a. Eames O+ce.
Magis® and Bombo® are registered trademarks of Magis SpA.
The con,guration of the Noguchi Table is a registered trademark of the Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum.
Noguchi® is a registered trademark of the Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum.
Place Textiles® is a registered trademark of Place Textiles, LLC.
Henry Moore ©$'!% The Henry Moore Foundation. All Rights Reserved, DACS $'!%/www.henry-moore.org
Francis Picabia ©$'!% Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
Pierre Alechinsky ©$'!% Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
Natalia Goncharova ©$'!% Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
Étienne Hajdú ©$'!% Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/ADAGP, Paris
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